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Subject and Type:  

Measuring cable  type  *YK10- * ** * *** +*    

Optional, one or more characters (non-Ex-relevant) 

Only by OYK10 or OCYK10,  
Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

Connection: 1 = Cable, 2 = Cable with plug-in connector 

Cable length ≤ 100 m 

G or I or E (non-Ex-relevant) 

C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant) 

 
 
Measuring cable type  *YK20- ** ** ** *** +*  

Optional, one or more characters (non-Ex-relevant) 

Only by OYK20 or OCYK20,  
Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

Connection: C1 = Cable with plug-in connector M12 
C2 = Cable with plug-in connector M8 

Cable length ≤ 100 m 

BA or IA (non-Ex-relevant) 

C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant) 

 
pH/ORP-Sensor  type *PS ** D- * ** * * G *** +*   

       Optional, one or more characters  
       (non-Ex-relevant) 

 Only by OPS or OCPS,  
 Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

 electrolyte supply 
 (only for type CPS4*D; non Ex-relevant) 

 Shaft length 120 mm up to 425 mm  
  (non-Ex-relevant) 

 2 characters for application specified 
      version (non-Ex-relevant) 

      7 = Basic version 
      8 = SIL version (only for type CPS11D,   
              CPS71D, CPS91D) 

 11, 12, 16, 41, 42, 71, 72, 76, 91, 92, 96  
      (details see table below) 

 C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant)         
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Sensor-simulator    
Memocheck Plus  type *YP01D- **** * *** +*      

Optional, one or more characters (non-Ex-relevant) 

Only by OYP01D or OCYP01D,  
Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

G or I (non-Ex-relevant) 

non-Ex-relevant  

C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant)   

Sensor-simulator    
Memocheck        type *YP02D- *** * *** +*        

Optional, one or more characters (non-Ex-relevant) 

Only by OYP02D or OCYP02D,  
Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

G or I (non-Ex-relevant) 

non-Ex-relevant  

C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant)    
 
Oxymax (H)  type *OS22D- BA **** 3    

non-Ex-relevant 

C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant) 

Oxymax (W)  type COS51D- G * 8 * 0     
non-Ex-relevant  

 
Tophit          type  *PS441D- 7 * * * G *  Only by OPS, Label partner (non-Ex-relevant)   
          non ex-relevant 
          A, B (electrolyte supply), non-Ex-relevant 

Tophit          type  *PS471D- 7 * * G *     Only by OPS, Label partner (non-Ex-
relevant)  

Tophit          type  *PS491D- 7 * * G *    Only by OPS, Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 
          non-Ex-relevant 
          shaft lengh 2 = 120 mm, 4 = 225 mm, 5 = 360 mm,  
          6 = 425 mm 

          C = blue housing, O = black housing   
 
Condumax (W)    type CLS15D-A ** G   

Condumax (W)    type CLS15D-B ** G  

Condumax (W)    type CLS15D-L ** G  

Condumax (W)    type  *LS21D-   *** G   
          non-Ex-relevant 
          C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant) 

Condumax (H)     type CLS16D- **** G 
non-Ex-relevant 
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pH-Sensor   type *PS171D-BA7 * ** * *** +*       
       Optional, one or more characters  
       (non-Ex-relevant) 

 Only by OPS171D or OCPS171D,  
 Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

       Shaft length max. 600 mm  
       (non-Ex-relevant) 

       non-Ex-relevant 

 1 character for application specified 
      version (non-Ex-relevant) 

       C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant) 

 

pH-enamel Sensor type *PS341D-7 * ** * *** +*       
       Optional, one or more characters  
       (non-Ex-relevant) 

 Only by OPS341D or OCPS341D,  
 Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

 G or I (non-Ex-relevant) 

       Process connection 

 1 character for application specified 
      version (non-Ex-relevant) 

       C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant)         

 

Conductivity Sensor type *LS82D-** ** A *** +* 

       Optional, one or more characters  
       (non-Ex-relevant) 

 Only by OLS82D or OCLS82D,  
 Label partner (non-Ex-relevant) 

 Process connection 

 BA or IA (non-Ex-relevant) 

       C or O or OC (non-Ex-relevant)         
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MEMOSENS Measuring cable and Sensor details - type, designation, marking,  
ambient temperature range depend on temperature class: 

Type Designation Marking Ambient temperature range 

*YK10-*******+* Measuring cable Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga 
 

-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*YK20-*********+* Measuring cable Ex ia IIC T6 Ga 

 

-10 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  50 °C  (T6) 

*PS11D-****G***+*    
*PS12D-****G***+*    
*PS16D-****G***+* 

Orbisint Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga 
 

-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*PS41D-*****G***+*    
*PS42D-*****G***+* 

Ceraliquid Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*PS71D-****G***+* 
*PS76D-****G***+*    

Ceragel Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga    0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
   0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
   0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*PS72D-****G***+*    Ceragel Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*PS91D-****G***+*    
*PS92D-****G***+* 
*PS96D-****G***+* 
 

Orbipore Ex ia IIC T4/T6 Ga    0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +110 °C  (T4) 
   0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 
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Type Designation Marking Ambient temperature range 

*YP01D-********+*    Memocheck Plus Ex ia IIC T6 Gb -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*YP02D-*******+*    Memocheck Ex ia IIC T6 Gb -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*OS22D-BA****3    Oxymax 
or  
Oxymax H 

Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

COS51D-G*8*0 Oxymax  
or  
Oxymax W 

Ex ia IIC T6 Ga  

 

-  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  50 °C  (T6) 

*PS441D-7***G* 
*PS471D-7**G*    

Tophit Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*PS491D-7**G*    Tophit Ex ia IIC T4/T6 Ga -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +110 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

CLS15D-A**G Condumax 
or 
Condumax W 

Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

CLS15D-B**G 
CLS15D-L**G 

Condumax 
or 
Condumax W 

Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +100 °C  (T4) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  50 °C  (T6) 

*LS21D-***G Condumax 
or 
Condumax W 

Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga 
 

-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +115 °C  (T4) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  65 °C  (T6) 

CLS16D-****G Condumax 
or 
Condumax H 

Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga 
 

-  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +115 °C  (T4) 
-  5 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  65 °C  (T6) 

*PS171D-BA7*******+* pH-Sensor Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga    0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
   0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
   0 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*PS341D-7*******+* pH-enamel Sensor Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +135 °C  (T3) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-15 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 

*LS82D-****A***+* Conductivity 
Sensor 

Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga -20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +140 °C  (T3) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +120 °C  (T4) 
-20 °C ≤ Ta ≤ +  70 °C  (T6) 
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Parameters:  

All sensors listed above, in connection with the measuring cable type *YK10-*******+* or  
type *YK20-*********+* or an in hardware and function identical and IECEx-certified measuring cable, may be 
connected to the sensor module FSDG1 of the field measuring device type Liquiline M CM42-………..  
(TÜV Rheinland Industrie Service GmbH – IECEx TUR 11.0007X).  

 
Furthermore, the connection of all above listed sensors with measuring cable to an intrinsically safe output 
circuit (Ex ia IIC) with the following maximum values is possible: 

Maximum output voltage Uo DC         5.1   V 
Maximum output current Io  130 mA 
Maximum output power Po  166 mW 
(linear output characteristic)  

The maximum internal capacity and inductivity of the intrinsically safe output circuit may not exceed the  
following maximum values: 

Maximum internal capacity Ci  15 µF 
Maximum internal inductivity Li  95 µH   

 
Alternative: 

Maximum output voltage Uo DC         5.04  V 
Maximum output current Io  80 mA 
Maximum output power Po  112 mW 
(trapezoid output characteristic) 

 
The maximum internal capacity and inductivity of the intrinsically safe output circuit may not exceed the  
following maximum values: 

Maximum internal capacity Ci              14.1  µF 
Maximum internal inductivity Li            237.2  µH 
 

Further connection possibilities can be taken from the actual manufacturer’s instructions. 

Temperature class and ambient temperature range – see table above. 
 

Marking: 

For the measuring cable type *YK10-*******+* and the sensors type *PS11D-****G***+*,  
*PS12D-****G***+*, *PS16D-****G***+*, *PS41D-*****G***+*, *PS42D-*****G***+*, *PS71D-****G***+*, 
*PS72D-****G***+*, *PS76D-****G***+*, *OS22D-BA****3, *PS441D-7***G*, *PS471D-7**G*,  
CLS15D-A**G, CLS15D-B**G, CLS15D-L**G, CLS16D-****G, *LS21D-***G, *PS171D-BA7*******+*, 
*PS341D-7*******+*, *LS82D-****A***+*:  

The name of the manufacturer or his trademark 
Type 
Ex ia IIC T3/T4/T6 Ga 
Serial number 
Certificate number 

For the sensors type *PS91D-****G***+*, *PS92D-****G***+*, *PS96D-****G***+*, *PS491D-7**G*:  

The name of the manufacturer or his trademark 
Type  
Ex ia IIC T4/T6 Ga 
Serial number 
Certificate number 
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For the Sensor-simulators type *YP01D-********+*, *YP02D-*******+*: 

The name of the manufacturer or his trademark 
Type 
Ex ia IIC T6 Gb 
Serial number 
Certificate number 

For the sensor type COS51D-G*8*0 and the measuring cable type *YK20-*********+*: 

The name of the manufacturer or his trademark  
Type 
Ex ia IIC T6 Ga 
Serial number 
Certificate number   

 

“Conditions of Use” for Ex Equipment: 

1 The inductive sensor-cable connection system MEMOSENS, consisting of the sensors and of 
 the measuring cable type *YK10-*******+* or type *YK20-*********+* may be used in the 
 following ambient temperature range: Temperature class and ambient temperature range – see 
 table above. 

2 The measuring cable type *YK10-*******+* or type *YK20-*********+* and its connecting head 
 must be protected from electrostatic charging, if installed through areas of EPL Ga (Zone 0). 

3 For the sensors type *PS11D-****G***+*, *PS12D-****G***+*, *PS16D-****G***+*,  
 *PS41D-*****G***+*, *PS42D-*****G***+*, *PS71D-****G***+*, *PS72D-****G***+*,  
 *PS76D-****G***+*, *PS91D-****G***+*, *PS92D-****G***+*, *PS96D-****G***+*,  
 *YP01D-********+*, *YP02D-*******+* and *PS171D-BA7*******+* valid: 
 The sensors may not be operated in electrostatically critical processing conditions. Intense 
 vapour or dust flows directly impacting on the connection system must be avoided. 

4 For the sensor type *OS22D-BA****3 and *PS341D-7*******+* valid: 
 The sensors may not be operated in electrostatically critical processing conditions.  
 Intense vapour or dust flows directly impacting on the connection system must be avoided. 
 The metallic parts of the sensors have to be mounted at the mounting location 
 electrostatically conductive (< 1 MΩ).  
 For the non-metallic sensor shaft of type *PS341D-7*******+*: Operation in product application 
 intended fluid media providing conductivity of at least 10 nS/cm can be assumed as electrostatic 
 uncritical. 

5 For the sensors type COS51D-G*8*0, *PS441D-7***G*, *PS471D-7**G* and *PS491D-7**G* 
 valid: The sensors may not be operated on processing conditions, in which an electrostatic  loading 
of the sensor and the connecting system is to be counted. Operation in product application 
 intended fluid media providing conductivity of at least 10 nS/cm can be assumed as electrostatic 
 uncritical. 

6 For the sensors type CLS15D-A**G, CLS15D-B**G, CLS15D-L**G, *LS21D-***G and  
 CLS16D-****G valid: 
 Metallic process connection parts have to be mounted at the mounting location electrostatically 
 conductive (< 1 MΩ). 
 The sensors type CLS15D-A**G, CLS15D-B**G and CLS15D-L**G with non-metallic process 
 connection and the sensor type *LS21D-***G may only be used in liquid media with a 
 conductivity  of at least 10 nS/cm.  
 The sensors type CLS15D-A**G, CLS15D-B**G and CLS15D-L**G with non-metallic process 
 connection may not be operated on processing conditions, in which an electrostatic loading of 
 the sensor and in particular of the electrically separated outer electrode, could be expected to 
 occur.  
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7 For the sensor type *LS82D-****A***+* valid: 

 The sensor may not be operated in electrostatically critical processing conditions.  
Intense vapour or dust flows directly impacting on the connection system must be avoided. 
The metallic parts of the sensor have to be mounted at the mounting location electrostatically conductive 
(< 1 MΩ). 

 


